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If X is a connected, finite CJF-complex, we can define iKO)~iX)

to be [X, BO] (base-point preserving homotopy classes of maps).

Recall [2] that if xEiKO)~iX), the geometrical dimension of x

(abbreviated g.dim x) can be defined to be the smallest nonnegative

integer k such that a representative of x factors through BO(k). If

$ is a vector bundle over X, the class in (PO)~(X) of a classifying

map for £ is called the stable class of £.

Let P" denote real projective ra-space, and let x„G(PC)~(Pn)

denote the stable class of the canonical line bundle yn over P".

If ?ra is a positive integer, let <t>im) denote the number of integers k

such that 0<k^m and k = 0, 1, 2, 4 (mod 8). The purpose of this

note is to prove the following theorem:

Theorem. Let n — 2<2m<2n. Then for any integers r, s,

g.dim i2*(m)rsxn) ^ max {m + 1, g.dim (2*<m)rx„)}.

Applications are given below. We first need two lemmas.

Lemma 1. PeZ XZ) Y be a pair of finite CW-complexes, and let

p:X—*XIY be the natural projection. Let xEiKO)~iX) be in the image

of p*. Then there exists yEiKO)~iX/Y) such that p*y=x and

g-dimy ^ max{l + dim F, g-dim x}.

Proof. Let m = max {1 +dim F, g.dim x}. Then there exists an

w-plane bundle £ over X whose stable class is x. From the exact

sequence

iKO)~iY) i- iKO)~iX) t iKO)~iX/Y)

where i* is induced by the inclusion i: YEX, it follows that i*x = 0,

and so i*£ is stably trivial. But since raz>dim Y, i*i- must be trivial.

Hence, from the exact sequence of sets

[Y, BOim)] t- [X, BOim)] t- [X/Y, BOim)]
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there exists an w-plane bundle n over X/Y such that £*??=£. Take

y to be the stable class of n.

Lemma 2. Let X be the suspension of a finite CW-complex (or, more

generally, a co-H-space with homotopy co-unit and co-inverse). Then

for eachn^O, {xE(KO)~ (X)\ g.dim x^n} is a subgroup of (KO)~(X).

Proof. Let x and y be the stable classes of w-plane bundles £ and

77, respectively, over X. Then x+y is the stable class of fc©7j. Let

/, g:X—>PO(w) be classifying maps for £ and ??, respectively. The

following diagram is homotopy commutative:

A               / X g
X -> X X X--* BO(n) X BO(n) -> P0(2w)

M\   T^ T^ T

X V X--1 BO(n) V BO(n) -* BO(n)

Here A is the diagonal map, u is the pinch map, BO(n)\JBO(n)

-+BO(n) is the folding map, and B0(n)XB0(n)->B0(2n), BO(n)

->P0(2w) are induced by the inclusions 0(n)XO(n)EO(2n), 0(n)

E0(2n), respectively. The composition of the maps of the top row is

a classifying map for £©77. Since it factors through BO(n), fc©?? is

equivalent to the Whitney sum of an w-plane bundle with a trivial

bundle. Hence g.dim (x+y)s£w.

Since [X, BO(n)} is a group under track multiplication, given

f:X-+BO(n), there exists g:X—*BO(n) such that the composition

/V g
X^XV X--% BO(n) V BO(n) -> BO(n)

is homotopically trivial. Hence given an w-plane bundle £ over X, the

above diagram implies that there exists an w-plane bundle 77 over X

with fc©?? trivial. Hence g.dim ( —x)^w.

Proof of Theorem. Pn/Pm is the Thorn space of (w + l)7„_m_i

over Pn~m~l. Since mArl>n — m — l, this bundle admits a nowhere

zero cross-section, and so Pn/Pm is a suspension.

If i:PmEPn is the standard inclusion, i*xn = xm. By [l], 2*(m)rxm

= 0, and so 2*(m,rx„ is in the image of p*, where p:Pn-^Pn/Pm denotes

the natural projection. By Lemma 1, there exists yE(KO)~(Pn/Pm)

such that p*y = 2^m)rxn, and g.dim y^max {w + 1, g.dim (2*(m)rx„) }.

By Lemma 2, g.dim sy ^ g.dim y for any integer 5. Hence

g.dim p*sy^max {m-\-l, g.dim (2*(mVx„)}.

Applications, (i) g.dim (16s + 7)xi3=7 for all integers 5.

(ii) g.dim (16s+8)x« = 8 for all integers 5.
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Proof. It follows from the fact that P16 admits 8 everywhere

linearly independent vector fields [l] that g.dim 16xu^7. Hence

g.dim 16xi3^7. Applying the Theorem with ra = 13, »i = 6, r = 2, we

obtain g.dim (16sx^)^7. By [3, Lemma 2.2], g.dim iqx/)^k if and

only if g.dim ( — q+k)xT^k. Hence, g.dim (— 16s + 7)xi3^7. The re-

verse inequality follows by a Stiefel-Whitney class argument. Since

s is arbitrary, replacing s by — s yields (i).

(ii) is obtained similarly, applying the Theorem with ra = 15,

m = 7, and r = l.
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